
Linux Foundation readies Global COVID Certificate Network

The Linux Foundation Public Health is releasing the infrastructure for the first
international COVID-19 passport. It's being considered for use by both the United
Nations and the European Union.
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When the coronavirus vaccines first started arriving many assumed that most people would

get a vaccine. But thanks to a shortage of supply in many countries, misinformation, and

paranoia, even in the United States, only just over half of the population has been

vaccinated (https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/press-briefings/2021/06/03/press-briefing-by-white-

house-covid-19-response-team-and-public-health-officials-40/). Easily imitated paper vaccinated

certificates are almost useless for proving vaccination status. So, there's been lots of talk,

but not much action, on a reliable, easily accessible vaccination record

(https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/03/28/vaccine-passports-for-work/), aka a vaccination

passport. Until now. The Linux Foundation Public Health (https://www.lfph.io/) (LFPN) is getting

the Global COVID Certificate Network (GCCN) ready for deployment.
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Coronavirus: Business and technology in a pandemic (/topic/coronavirus-business-and-technology-in-a-

pandemic/)

From cancelled conferences to disrupted supply chains, not a corner of the global economy is immune
to the spread of COVID-19.

Read More (/topic/coronavirus-business-and-technology-in-a-pandemic/)

There are many needs for a secure vaccination record. For example, some states, such as

Texas, want to forbid employers from firing potentially unvaccinated employees. However,

employers usually have the right to discharge employees

(https://www.computerworld.com/article/3616596/can-you-require-your-employees-to-have-a-covid-19-

vaccine.html) who deliberately put the lives of their coworkers and customers in jeopardy. 

The GCCN isn't designed for that purpose. Instead, it really is a coronavirus vaccine

passport. It will do this by establishing a global trust registry network. This will enable

interoperable and trustworthy exchanges of COVID certificates among countries for safe

reopening and provide related technology and guidance for implementation. 

It's being built by the Linux Foundation Public Health and its allies, Affinidi, AOKPass,

Blockchain Labs, Evernym, IBM, Indicio.Tech, LACChain, Lumedic, Proof Market, and

ThoughtWorks. These companies have already implemented COVID certificate or pass

systems for governments and industries. 

Together they will define and implement GCCN. This, it's hoped, will be the model for a true

international vaccine registry. The United Nations and the European Union are considering

deploying for this very purpose. Eva Kaili, Member of the European Parliament and Chair of

its Science and Technology Options Assessment (STOA) Panel said: 

We are interested to learn about how LFPH is taking bold steps in creating the

Global COVID Certificate Network in order to facilitate trust-building and

interoperability for safe borders reopening. …  I look forward to the next steps of

the LFPH that could provide us with more ideas and insights on strategies that

enhance the use of a certificate in a safe way, and also to provide further technical

options for the EU that could be adopted and could help and enable our system to

work in a harmonized way. As soon as we achieve that, then we could immediately

share the methodology to connect with the rest of the world and move to the new

normal of our post-COVID digital era.
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Indeed the LFPH is being built in part to be compatible with the EU Digital COVID

Certificate (https://c212.net/c/link/?t=0&l=en&o=3188894-

1&h=4251781916&u=https%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Finfo%2Flive-work-travel-eu%2Fcoronavirus-

response%2Fsafe-covid-19-vaccines-europeans%2Feu-digital-covid-

certificate_en&a=EU+Digital+COVID+Certificate) (formerly the Digital Green Certificate). The lack of a

global trust architecture and ready-to-deploy tools to build compatible systems in other

countries is a real barrier for safely reopening borders between EU and non-EU countries. 

The LFPH is also following the Good Health Pass Collaborative (GHPC

(https://www.goodhealthpass.org/))'s Interoperability Blueprint (https://www.goodhealthpass.org/). This is

an industry coalition that has defined COVID certificates principles and standards. The

LFPH helped draft the Interoperability Blueprint.

This will use, along with other open technologies, the COVID-19 Credentials Initiative (CCI)

(https://www.covidcreds.org/) and the Trust over IP Foundation (ToIP (https://trustoverip.org/)). These

are both Linux Foundation projects. CCI has been working with public health departments
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globally to understand their specific needs for verifiable vaccine credentials. ToIP is

defining a complete architecture for internet-scale digital trust. This combines

cryptographic trust at the machine layer and human trust at the business, legal and social

layers.

Once completed, the GCCN's trust registry network will enable each country to publish a

list of the authorized issuers of COVID certificates that can be digitally verified by

authorities in other countries. This will bridge the gap between technical specifications (e.g.

W3C Verifiable Credentials or SMART Health Card) and a complete trust architecture

required for safe reopening. 

This is vital because as Brian Behlendorf, the Linux Foundation's General Manager for

Blockchain, Healthcare, and Identity explained, "The first wave of apps for proving one's

COVID status did not allow that proof to be shown beyond a single state or nation, did not

avoid vendor lock-in and did not distinguish between rich health data and simple passes.

The Blueprint gives this industry a way to solve those issues while meeting a high bar for

privacy and integrity, and GCCN turns those plans into action." 

The best Linux Foundation classes (https://www.zdnet.com/article/best-linux-foundation-classes-and-online-linux-
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Want a good tech job? Then you need to know Linux and open-source software. One of the best ways
to pick them up is via a Linux Foundation course.
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Once in place, the GCCN will support Global COVID Certificates (GCC). These certificates

will have three use cases: Vaccination, recovery from infection, and test results. They will

be available in both paper and digital formats. Participating governments and industry

alliances will decide what COVID certificates they issue and accept. The GCC schema

definitions and minimal datasets will follow the recommendations of the Blueprint, as well

as GCCN's technical and governance documents, implementation guide, and open-source

(https://www.zdnet.com/article/best-linux-foundation-classes-and-online-linux-courses/)
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reference implementations, which will be developed in collaboration with supporting

organizations and the broader LFPH community.

Besides setting the specs and designs, the GCCN community will also offer peer-based

implementation and governance guidance to governments and industries to help them

implement COVID certificate systems. This will include how to build national and state trust

registries and infrastructure. They'll also provide guidance on how to leverage GCC into

their existing coronavirus vaccine systems. 

Why go to so much trouble? That's easy. As Eric Piscini, IBM Watson Health

(https://www.ibm.com/watson-health)'s VP of  Emerging Business Networks said "For health passes

to work globally, helping countries to restart economies and reopen borders, they need to

be trusted globally. Through the Global COVID Certificate Network, Linux Foundation

Public Health is working to address this challenge by bringing together a network of

trusted and interoperable Trust Registries, so that the holder of a certificate can use it

whenever they need and wherever they are. IBM is excited to collaborate with Linux

Foundation Public Health on this important initiative at this critical time in our history." 

If you want to help with the GCCN, you'll be more than welcome. You can get in touch with

the LFPH via e-mail (mailto:info@lfph.io). 
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